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About This Game

Play your cards right and you just might escape the zombie apocalypse! It’s been two weeks since an infected tofu burger
transformed some poor soul from a gentle vegetarian into a brain-devouring zombie. One thing led to another and now the

slobbering undead have taken over the city. There’s only thing to do – run for your life! Before your can get your sweet behind
to salvation on a zombie-free island, you’ll need to puzzle your way though exciting rounds of solitaire and fun minigames. But

watch out! The hungry zombie horde is hot on your heels! Biting humor and fun card-game action await you in Zombie
Solitaire. You’ll have to use your brain if you want to keep it!

More than 100 exciting solitaire levels
9 zombie-rific adventure settings

10 useful power-up cards
3-star rating system

A whole lotta zombies!
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Impressive at first with it's animated backgrounds, it becomes quickly repetitive. But it's still a good match 3. DONT DO IT just
back away and forget u saw anything, it's seriously that bad (cringe). Really wonderful game. I somehow got bored of open-
world RPG's and stupid filler sidequests and micromanagement and crefting, so I was looking for something that stimulates my
imagination a bit more and is story-driven. I tried a few text-based games but they didn't do it for me, they were too daunting
and tedious. This one has a perfect balance though. It's wonderfully written, but is also written is a straightforward way and you
can read diagonally often if you're in a hurry. The story makes this, in my opinion, one pf the best RPG's ever. I think it beats
Baldur's Gate in terms of story and that is saying something. The art is also beautiful (albeit not abundant) and while the fighting
mechanics aren't really that complex/great, fights (which do not happen too often) have a very real feeling (due to the text) and
are quite challenging. The swindlestone game is also a nice addition (better than Gwent imho). Anyway, all in all one of my
favorite RPG's of all time. I do not think this game will have a wide appeal for everyone, but for people who like reading
fantasy this is a must own.. i rally like this game but there is a big minus you can die really easy you almost have no health or the
enemy is too strong or you always get empety of healing stuff besides all of that i rally like this game.. For diehards only. Still
doesn't explain why Big Alex always won, though.. I am the composer for the game yet my review will not be biased*

I was a fan of the first Chibi Knight and played the crap out of it. Super Chibi Knight is bigger, longer, and cuter! One can
easily enjoy many hours of gameplay and with two different hero path's to take, it has replayability.. I've only been playing for a
few hours, but I'm going to say this game is jam-packed with content. From the sim games and city builders I've played, I'd say
it's a cross between Offworld Trading Company and Rollercoaster Tycoon. I haven't really played many Civ game or
Capitalisim, but if other comments are saying that, then they're probably right.

I'm relatively not-so-great at games involving stock markets, so I'm not so knowledgable in that respect. But I like the research
trees and economics. Pretty interesting if you're into the way business works.
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Visually dull, unengaging, repetitive garbage game.. Best Birthday Present Ever.. this so
funnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnny!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Unfallen achivement is too difficult. Wow that Holographic Vision by Julius
Horthuis !!!!!!!!!!!. Great little game! Can't wait for the full release.. This game is incredibly fun, and has many different things
for you to do. If you prefer setting up scenarios by yourself or watching things explode, you can play the singleplayer. On the
other side of the coin, you can play mulitplayer, which consists of community - made city role-play servers, racing servers, and
servers relating to the built-in battle and zombies modes. While my poor connection to these servers limits what I can do, it's still
a very fun experience. I would definitely recommend this for anyone that's interested.

. This game is straight. Nothing about this game is wack forreal. Its worth the money. I just expected it to be a good beat em up.
I proved to be so much more. I am a fan Jetdogs Studios games. Among the Heavens is rather different than the normal games
I've played by them. It is another version of Diner Dash. I adored Diner Dash, played them all, and when I expected a match
three type game and a Diner Dash style popped up I was pleasantly surprised. I enjoyed the games flow. The only thing I think
seemed out of place was the actual Match 3 puzzle. It popped up, you played it for boost, yet playing it fell flat. There was no
real pizazz behind it. It felt like an after thought to throw in to attract a broader audience. If another Among the Heavens is
released, I would love to see something more done with the match 3 or replace it with a better mini game.

Beside that little con, the rest I loved, then again I enjoy games along the Diner Dash style. It is repetitive, difficulty goes up,
and you grind through it. Achievements are very attainable which I like. You can achieve these halfway through the game. The
graphics are nice, music is okay however like most games I turn it off and play my own.. A bit buggy here and their and
spectating your friends is very off. The ball goes anywhere and doesn't always show where it actually is. A very fun game
besides that with people, it would be lonely alone though. Hints the "with friends" part. :(
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